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1.00 – 1:05: Introduction to the Turnkey Retrofit project and Solutions4Renovation, BPIE 
1.05 – 1.20: Overview of business models for one-stop shops, Rachel Desmaris, R2M 
1.20 – 1.50: Implementing the Turnkey Retrofit service, insights from the implementing partners:

• France: Floriane Gueguen, EP
• Spain: Miriam Garcia Armesto, ANERR
• Ireland: Johanna Varghese, IGBC

1.50 – 2.05: Lessons learned from the replication process, Rachel Desmaris, R2M
2.05 – 2.25: Discussion with the implementing partners and Q&A  
2.25 – 2.30: Conclusions and next steps

Agenda



TURNKEY RETROFIT 

• Horizon 2020 funded project, running from 2019 to 2022.

• Develop a one-stop-shop platform through the integration and
enrichment of existing services and business models, to improve the
renovation process for homeowners.

• 9 partners have joined forces to develop Solutions4Renovation in
France, Ireland and Spain.

• In case of success, the model will be replicated across Europe.

➢ October 2020 : French version online

➢ End of 2021 for the Spanish version, early 2022 for the Irish one

Key objectives:

✓ Raise homeowners’ awareness about renovation issues

✓ Improve the services with trusted partners

✓ Reduce costs of renovation works

Grant agreement ID: 839134



MAIN GOAL



WE NEED YOUR FEEDBACK!

Your feedback is essential for us to improve 
the tools developed so far!

Please answer this short survey (3 min).

Scan the QR code to share your feedback. 

Links to the tools in the chat box.

If you would like to get in touch with us, 
please do so at Margaux.barrett@bpie.eu

mailto:Margaux.barrett@bpie.eu


Overview of Business 
models for one-stop shops

R2M



The idea of a one-stop shop service is to focus 
on helping the homeowner make the best 

decisions that will lead to an optimal renovation 
project. And for that, the main challenge for a 

success of an OSS model is to have a clear 
understanding of the house owner needs in the 

local context.



Integrated home renovation services, 
provided through a OSS, have existed 
in Europe for more than 10 years. But 

the current knowledge about this 
business structure is still quite limited 

(Boza-Kiss Benigna, 2018).



The advantages of a OSS 
include offering a turnkey 

solution to the clients, better 
communication and 

knowledge sharing and the 
potential to minimise the 

risk of errors in the process. 

The concept may also have 
some disadvantages, such as 

a reduction in flexibility 
and available options, 
potential conflicts of 

interest and project bias 
due to a single point of 

contact. 



OSS can play different roles under 
different business model 
concepts, such as 
• (i) industry-driven, where manufacturers and 

installers aim to extend their businesses; 
• (ii) consultant-driven, where they develop 

customer-related business models; 
• (iii) energy service company-driven, where 

they extend the value-added solutions; 
• (iv) local government-driven, where the 

programmes are generally climate or energy 
related; and 

• (v) cooperative-type, where they aim at 
societal benefits beyond energy or cost savings 

Type and examples of OSS

Source: D1.1 BENCHMARK OF PROMISING EXPERIENCES OF INTEGRATED RENOVATION SERVICES EMERGING IN EUROPE Turnkey retrofit (2019)



Type of OSS according to their business model 





One-Stop-Shops are multi-sided platform, which means that it will bring together two or more 
different groups of customers (craftsmen and building owners).

Such platforms are of value to one group of customers only if the other groups of customers are also 
present. The key is that the platform must attract and serve all groups simultaneously in order to 
create value.
Usually multi-sided platforms solve this dilemma by subsidizing one of the customers segments (low 
cost or free services to attract them on the platform). To do so, it is very important to understand 
who should be subsidized and how to price correctly.

Craftmen
Building 
owners

Multi-sided platform

Source: value proposition design, Strategyzer



The main features of the business model canvas of such platform are the following:
> KEY ACTIVITIES
platform management, service provisioning, and platform promotion.

> EXPENSES
maintaining, developing and supporting the platform.

> VALUE PROPOSITION
creates value in three main areas:
• First, attracting user groups (i.e. Customer Segments);
• Second, matchmaking between Customer Segments;
• Third, reducing costs by channeling transactions through the platform.
Two or more customer segments have each their own Value Proposition and associated Revenue Stream. 
Moreover, one Customer Segment cannot exist without the others.

> INCOMES
Each Customer Segment produces a different revenue stream. One or more segments may enjoy free offers 
or reduced prices subsidized by revenues from other Customer Segments. Choosing which segment to subsidize 
can be a crucial pricing decision that determines the success of a multi-sided platform business model.

Multi-sided platform

Source: value proposition design, Strategyzer



Multi-sided platform

Source: value proposition design, Strategyzer



The rocket model plaform of Turnkey retrofit

Side A and side B
Side A: the consumers are the homeowner of single 
housing or multi-family buildings.
Side B: the producers are the contractors.
Attract
At launch, the attract function focuses on acquire new 
active consumers and producers. The main goal is 
reaching a critical mass and having enough users of each 
sides.

The rocket model for digital platforms correspond to the TUNRKEY RETROFIT service developed within this project. A 
platform is a business model, not only a technology, that creates value by facilitating exchanges between two sides.



The rocket model plaform of Trunkey retrofit

Match
The quality of matching is critical for the success of the 
platform. 
To be efficient, the criteria need to match between offers 
and requests. 
Connect
Exchange some information between both sides before 
transaction.
Transact
This is the heart of the platform: payment.
Optimise
When the platform is mature, this last stage optimises the 
interactions between both sides.



Implementation context

FRANCE
With a private 

partner already 
running OSS

SPAIN
With a national 

association 
running a non 

digitalized 
integrated 

renovation service

IRELAND
With a national 
association that 
does not offer a 

renovation service  



Turnkey Retrofit service in France, Floriane GUEGUEN, EP

Context:



Context:

1. No leader on the retrofit market. 
2. Unprofitable business model. 
Only based on selling leads to contractors. 
3. Retrofit marketing and customer journey: too technical

Turnkey Retrofit service in France, Floriane GUEGUEN, EP



Goals:

1. Increase organic traffic
2. Change the baseline: focus on subsidies and well being
3. Respond to homeowners’ concerns

Turnkey Retrofit service in France, Floriane GUEGUEN, EP



Turnkey Retrofit service in France, Floriane GUEGUEN, EP

Customer journey
1. Solutions4renovation.eu
2. Redirect to Heero.fr 





Turnkey Retrofit service in France, Floriane GUEGUEN, EP



Business model:

Have a good balance between the cost of acquisition and 
transformation with the final remuneration.

Turnkey Retrofit service in France, Floriane GUEGUEN, EP



Acquisition: organic traffic with a lot of content on the website

Turnkey Retrofit service in France, Floriane GUEGUEN, EP

Heating pollution and 
its effects on the 

environment

Insulation energy credits: 
improve your thermal 
comfort with subsidies

France rénov 2022: 
the new public service 

for energy retrofit



Remuneration: energy credits (white certificate)

Subsidies are paid by energy suppliers.
They must promote energy retrofit. 

Our platform helps them find those projects

Turnkey Retrofit service in France, Floriane GUEGUEN, EP



Potential evolution of the service: 

1. Update customer journey on key points to reduce 
interactions with an advisor (cancelled projects, works not 
done yet…) / Clean the database.

2. Diversify the service offer

Turnkey Retrofit service in France, Floriane GUEGUEN, EP
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The Spanish Experience



• ANERR is the Nantional Association for building
rehabilitation and refurbishment companies. 

Turnkey Retrofit service in 
Spain – ANERR

10th anniversary 2022

Specialized companies (contractors)
Specialized Professionals (control and advisor)
Manufactures  & Technology (sectorial)
Finance & Insurance companies

WHO:

MEMBERS NET & Lobby

Policy Makers (MITMA, MITECO, Regional 
and Local)
Manage “Green offices” from local gov. 
Building Managers
Neighbourhood associations



• VALUE

Turnkey Retrofit service in 
Spain – ANERR

10th anniversary 2022

Associated companies
have a quality certificate
recognized in the market

and institutions.

• WEB: B2B Services for
Associate Companies

• BLOG : Useful information for
managers and homeowners



• OWN MEDIA

Turnkey Retrofit service in 
Spain – ANERR

10th anniversary 2022

WEBSITE:
www.anerr.es.    +35 M.U.  2021/  1,8 MU l. week jan22  

Newsletter: – +6000 U W 

MAGAZINE:   + 2000 copies 

EVENTS:   Board Member on main IFEMA- sectorial  
evets: Construtec / Genera / Rehabitar Verde

http://www.anerr.es/


• The current volume of renovations in Spain is 0.8% per year of the total number of 
existing buildings (around 80,000).  According to the target set by the 2030 Agenda, 
it should increase to 3% to reach 400,000 per year.

• More than 80% of existing buildings need to pass the technical inspection in the next
3 years.

• More than 3.4 billion for residential renovation are 
comming to improve this sector in the next 2 years. 
The opportunity is real.

ABOUT SPAIN

• Spain has considered in the project as the paradigm 
the multi-family  model for dwellings. All owners on 
a building  constituted in a community of 
neighbours. 



ABOUT US

The retrofit and renovation services are confusing and 
unpleasant for homeowners. 

• Building Manager has a key role in the process (The Horizontal 
Property Law is L.P.H. - EDL 1960/55)

• Aids from Gov are managed by Regional Communities (no 
homogeneity of criteria)

• The process is complex and decision making not easy
• Some regulations about energy are “works in progress” 
• Personal and economic status can be different between owners

10th anniversary in 2022



BM Spain 10th anniversary in 2022

Home Owner Buiding Manager

• The Opportunity: Aids from Gov are managed by 
Regional Communities

+ = B2B + B2C + B2G



BM Spain

Home Owners

Building Manager

+ = B2B + B2C + B2G

Finance & 
Insurance
companies

Specialized
companies

(contractors)

Specialized
Professionals

Manufactures  
& Technology Gov Offices

dissemination

NEW ECOSYSTEM



BM Spain

• Free Information & cases
• Access to personal profile
• 3 budgets from certificate companies & profe.
• Extra Services
• Process Control: documentary repository online

• Support in grants and financing

NEEDS & 
BRIEFING

OPORTUNITIES BUDGET WORKS PROCESS 
DOCS

HAPINESS



BM Spain

• Member cost + pay per work
• Access to Fit and biggest Projects
• Process Control: documentary repository online

• Support in grants and financing
• Satisfaction ranking

NEEDS & 
BRIEFING

OPPORTUNITIES BUDGET PROCESS 
DOCS

HAPPINESSWORKS



BM Spain

• Visibility - Contextual Ads
(homeowners) + Companies

• New collaboration for prescription and special
agreements

• Connection with Building Managers



New ReformAnerr for ALL
• One-stop shop (full process guidance)
• Full traceability TRANSPARENCY
• Document repository with shared database
• Personalized profiles
• Management of grants and financing
• Personalized advice to end clients and Property

Administrators.
• For clients, it guarantees access to the best

professionals and companies certified by ANERR.
• For companies and professionals, gives access to new 

opportunities and constant management support
• A team of professionals with more than 10 years of 

experience.

BM Spain
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Not for profit & Membership organization

Mission: Lead the transition to a sustainable environment in Ireland
Purpose : Provide clear information and best practice guide

for people in the building and construction industry

Who we are 



Context of Retrofit in Ireland

What is ours to do as a non-profit

Transferables from the TR project

Future Plans

Business Models

Lessons Learned



Retrofit in  Ireland  

500,000 
homes

2030

2020

4,000 
B2 BER 
standard

Not all OSS 
are the same

2021

Future

Registered 
private operators
all-inclusive OSS 
model
Climate Action Plan
2021 17

>100 kWh/m2/annum



Challenges for the homeowner

What retrofit is and 
its multiple benefits

Lack of awareness

With some 
technologies 
heat pumps

Lack of familiarity Complexity 
and number 
of decisions 

Overwhelmed 

From grant 
application 
to delivery 

Hassle throughout

High upfront 
costs

Affordability

Climate Action Plan
2021



One 
Dedicated 
Place

What does the customer need?

Better deal
through
aggregation 

Record of
Completed 
work

Protection Financial 
offers 



Getting the customer  Renovation Ready 

Tell them the 
difference and 
rate why one 
thing is better 
than another

Transparent
Try out in their 
own time

Digital Tools 

Easy to use 
booking system 
like Airbnb

Book an 
assessment



Turnkey 
Transferables

Digital tools 
Punch + 
Road map



National Dashboard  
Real time information on 
number of retrofits and 
assessments over the country

Future 
Plans 



Booking system for 
renovation advisor 
and customer 
Virtual or real 
assessments

Renovation 
Advisor List

Building 
Renovation 
Passport

Schedule a Retrofit Assessment

Warranty
Digital
Aggregation

Future Plans 



Multi
sided
platform

License
Digital 
Tools?

Freemium 

Public 
good 
resource Facilitation 

model

Thinking about  Business Models 



Lessons Learned 

Network Digital 
Tools

Big Market

Good 
feedback 
on the 
tools

Make 
Retrofit 

sexy

Get a 
Mentor



Thank you

Johanna Varghese
Irish GBC
johanna@igbc.ie



SEAI grant

QP Visit

Virtual
assessment

Project bundles 
for contractor

Aggregation  
of projects

Punch

Figure out what to do 
Insert house type; work 
done already

Smartdiag

A

Get an estimate
Provide address from QP

Confirmation 
to proceed 
with renovation
or Quit

Contractor
offer

Timing provided 
so works can be 
aggregated

Sign 
contracts

With contractor 
+ qualified
professional

Monitor 
renovation 
works by  RA

Warranty

12 month defects
Or Homebond

Action on platform
Brick required

Live Interaction with person
thru platform - Brick required

Connect to logbook-BRP
thru platform - Brick required

Decision made outside 
the platform

Action outside 
the platform

Find info
Peer-peer review
Renovation road map + 
Webchat

RENOVATION READY

Irish One Stop Shop   - Flow diagram 

Recorded on BRP
inludes EPC, 
works, price 
by RA

Assessment 
report

Aggregation

House 
assessments
aggregated 
for RA

Book a house 
assessment
RA selected 
for you

RA
selected

Continue 
or Quit

QP
visit

Loan Offer

What are the

benefits

Continue 
or Quit

Energy credits

Work begins

RA : Qualified Renovation Advisor           BRP: Building Renovation Passport

Staged 
payments

Compliance certs
Sign off by RA
and by customer

BR
Passport

House 
Assessment 
by RA



Lessons learned from the 
replication process

R2M



Turnkey Retrofit Evolution of the concept

OSS replication

Replication of 
some bricks 

to be plugged on exiting OSS or add 
to other services

Initially Now



Turnkey Retrofit: targeted market

Countries without 
OSS or with high 

demand

Countries WITH 
OSS or global 

renovation 
companies

Initially Now



Create a partnership relation with the local entity



Find a way to impulse the business

• The offer of integrated home 
energy renovation 
remains very rare.

• If such an offer exists, it depends 
(at least partly) on public subsidies. 
They are crucial, especially in the 
start-up phase.

• We see that in France White 
certificate is a good leverage to 
impulse OSS business. 

• And without this leverage it is 
difficult to have balanced business 
model 



• The cost to support the commercial development of the platform (LEAD generation) are 
the more different from one-country to another. 

• Cost of  google words acquisition are a main question to ask yourself
• Actions foreseen: create coherent and powerful communication campaign to reach 

citizen (google ads campaign, radio, rural vs urban advertising…) 

Know the cost of the LEAD generation

> EXPENSES
maintaining, developing and supporting 
the platform.



D4.1 - First Lessons Learned from the Turnkey Retrofit Replication

Attract customers 
methodologies



• Practical experiences (e.g. KAW 
in the Netherlands or 
Parity Projects in the UK) show 
that a one-stop-shop that 
decides to offer such a 
renovation package needs at 
least 5 to 8 years to close the 
existing market gaps and make 
its business model financially 
viable and self-sufficient.

Long time to market 



Please use the questions box to submit your questions or comments

DISCUSSION WITH 
IMPLEMENTING PARTNERS

And Q&A



THANK YOU!

Registration open!

www.turnkey-retrofit.eu


